Characterisation of an mGlu8 receptor-selective agonist and antagonist in the lateral and medial perforant path inputs to the dentate gyrus.
Since its characterisation in 2001, the mGlu8-selective agonist DCPG has been widely used to explore the potential functional role of this group III mGlu receptor within the central nervous system. This research has implicated mGlu8 receptors in a number of disease states and conditions such as epilepsy and anxiety, suggesting that mGlu8-selective ligands may hold important therapeutic potential. However, there is evidence that DCPG exerts off-target effects at higher concentrations, limiting its use as an mGlu8-selective agonist. Here, we have used field recordings in rat hippocampal slices to investigate the effects of DCPG in the lateral perforant path (LPP), a pathway known to express high levels of mGlu8. We show that DCPG does inhibit excitatory transmission in this pathway, but produces a biphasic concentration-response curve suggesting activation of two distinct receptor types. The putative mGlu8-selective antagonist MDCPG antagonises the high, but not the low, potency component of this concentration-response curve. In addition, higher concentrations of DCPG also depress excitatory transmission in the medial perforant path (MPP), a pathway expressing very low levels of mGlu8 receptors. Experiments in slices from mice lacking mGlu8 receptors indicate that concentrations of DCPG >1 μM produce large non-selective effects in both the LPP and MPP. Further experiments in slices from mGlu2, 4 and 7 knock-out mice, as well as in an mGlu2-deficient substrain of Wistar rat, reveal that these non-selective effects are mediated primarily by mGlu2 receptors. Taken together, our results confirm the mGlu8-selectivity of DCPG at submicromolar concentrations, but suggest that care must be taken when employing higher concentrations of the agonist, which may additionally activate mGlu2 receptors, especially at synapses where their expression is high. MDCPG may be a useful tool in determining whether observable DCPG effects are attributable to mGlu8, versus mGlu2, receptor activation.